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ABSTRACT. Description of Chinese character glyph plays an important role in input,
encoding, recognition, display and typography of Chinese characters on digital devices.
The structure of Chinese character is more complex than that of alphabetic writing
systems, which makes its digitalization more difficult. This paper reviews the studies on
digital description of Chinese character glyph over the past years and concludes with the
advantages and disadvantages of the methods involved. In general, the proposed methods
can be divided into two categories: one describes the glyph with fixed offset of stokes or
parts; the other describes it with flexible positions. The former relates to applied research
while the latter goes closer to ontology of Chinese characters. This paper makes a
comparison on different methods with respect to the objectives of various applications and
gives discussions on a few promising directions.
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1. Introduction. Description of Chinese character glyph plays an important role in input,
encoding, recognition, display and typography of Chinese characters on digital devices. The
Unicode standard describes Han ideographic characters with a three-dimensional
conceptual model, the dimensions of which represent semantic, abstract shape and actual
shape of a character, respectively. The semantic dimension describes unique meaning and
usage; the abstract shape dimension describes a unique form of a character by a certain
semantic attribute; the actual shape dimension describes a unique type design of an abstract
shape with a semantic attribute. Therefore, the Unicode standard employs a two-level
classification on Chinese characters – abstract shape and actual shape.
In the abstract shape description, the ideograph of a character is analyzed into a
combination of components, and then each component is analyzed into inferior components,
until all components are analyzed into primitive elements. Thus an ideograph defines an

component tree with the root node the ideograph itself and each leaf node a primitive
element. For the sake of abstractness, the positions of components are relative, described
with partial positioning. (e.g. left half, top half, etc.)
In the actual shapes of ideographs, those with the same abstract shape, except some unique
characters, are unified.
In general, the proposed methods so far can be divided into two categories: one describes
the glyph with fixed offset of stokes or parts (absolute positioning); the other describes it
with flexible positions (relative positioning). Section 2 and 3 will discuss the two cases
respectively. Section 4 will conclude the paper.
2. Relative Positioning. Relative positioning refers to the methods which decompose an
ideograph of a Chinese character into components with a description by flexible offset of
one component from or to each other.
Since graphemic representation of the same Chinese character may differ, many efforts
were made to standardize Chinese characters, i.e. distinguish standard glyph from variants.
[1] proposed several principles of whether glyphs are the same or not. The motivation of
structural theory of Chinese character was discussed on inheritance chains and variations of
different structural levels. [2-4] discussed basis and methodology of decomposing Chinese
characters into components. Their work results in Modern Chinese Characters Components
List, consisting of 290 basis components and 94 complex components. [5] discussed the
normalization of printed Songti and then pointed out the shortages of current systems and
proposed amending methods. [6] also discussed the difficulties in Chinese character
component standard of GB13000.1, including the large amount of basic components, the
vague definition of components, the confusing rules of definition and the poor rules of
composition and decomposition of components.
By defining the component of Chinese character as “the basic unit for constructing a
Chinese character, which is either detachable, relatively independent block of strokes or
basic stroke”, [7] proposed 7 types of relation between strokes. [8] introduced context free
grammar (CFG) into description of the structure of compound Chinese characters, and
divided the structures into 11 patterns. Figure 1 illustrates the decomposition of “蒜” and
the corresponding CFG.
蒜(上下结构)

艹(■)

A→艹+C
C→示+示

祘(上下结构)

示(■)

示(■)

FIGURE 1. Decomposition of “蒜” with CFG.
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[9] described a method which decomposed a Chinese character into a one-dimensional (1D)
string of strokes with the relationship between consecutive strokes. In that method, the
relation of consecutive strokes was divided into classes and combined by different patterns
in generation. [10] improved this method by a second-order model, in which the first-order
relation was used to build radicals and the second-order to verify their correctness. This
model compensates for the lack of distinguish character with similar stroke structures
except for the length of one or more strokes, such as “由” and “田”. [11] built a hierarchical
character database of only basic strokes. Other components and characters were generated
through affine transformation, by which the position, shape and size of the same basic
stroke differ, thus the radicals can be reused and the size of the database is limited.
3. Absolute Positioning. Absolute positioning, on the contrary, refers to the methods
which decompose an ideograph of a Chinese character into components with a description
by fixed offset of one component from or to each other.
A typical absolute positioning system is Wenlin Institute's Character Description Language
(CDL) [12], which is designed to encode CJK characters. CDL itself is encoded in a XML
style, with two most important keywords: stroke and comp (abbr. of component). Each
“stroke” or “comp” is viewed as a rectangle in shape and has an attribute of “points” to
figure the coordinates of the points. Therefore, a CDL description of “ 蒜 ” may look like
Figure 2.

蒜

<cdl char=’蒜’>
<comp char=’艹’ points=’0,0,32,8’ />
<comp char=’示’ points=’0,8,10,33’ />
<comp char=’示’ points=’10,8,32,33’ />
</cdl>

FIGURE 2. Decomposition of “蒜” with CDL.
There are many approaches to transform a relatively positioned ideograph of a Chinese
character into an absolutely positioned one. Similar to the above-mentioned methods of
relative positioning, [13] proposed the HanGlyph language that describes the Han glyph
with strokes and operators/relations. Meanwhile, a Chinese Character Synthesis System
(CCSS) was developed to translate HanGlyph expressions into METAPOST figures. [14,15]
also applied mathematical expressions to composition of Chinese characters. In their
method, components are viewed as operands and relations as operators. As the process of
calculating in that way, the figure representation of Chinese character is generated
gradually.
4. Conclusions. This paper discusses present digital methods of describing Chinese
Character Glyphs and divides the contemporary methods into two types: absolute
positioning which decomposes an ideograph of a Chinese character into components with a
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description by fixed offset of one component from or to each other, and relative positioning
which decomposes it by flexible offsets. The former relates to applied research while the
latter goes closer to ontology of Chinese characters. The paper also introduces the work on
structural theory of Chinese character and normalization of components and their
structures.
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